Spectrum Glass presents:

Getting Started
with Kiln-Fired Glass
Guide to Materials and Procedures

Beautiful fused glass
projects are easy and fun!

Glass Meets Kiln
Any kiln with a programmable controller
can be used to fuse glass.
There are only a few basic requirements to be a top-notch Fused Glass
Artist: a kiln, a creative urge, some “compatible” glass, and a few tools. This
booklet introduces you to the tools, components, techniques, and resources
common to successful Glass Fusing.
Our approach promises predictable results, basic skill development, and a
minimum of surprises. After you become familiar with the basics, we hope
you will experiment, stretch, and play—glass is endlessly fascinating
and rewarding!

What is Glass Fusing?
Glass Fusing is simply the process of stacking two or more layers of compatible
glass together to make a design, then placing the stacked glass into your
kiln, where it melts together.

Assembly
A project generally begins with a base layer (often one or two pre-cut
glass Blanks) with a design layer on top, including glass accents, border
details and focal elements.
®
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Flat Firing
After assembly, the project is placed in the kiln and slowly taken from
room temperature up to 1300-1500 degrees Fahrenheit. Different effects
can be created by combining the variables of time and temperature.
These are outlined in the “Firing Programs” section.
The resulting flat project could be a tile, trivet, suncatcher, coaster, or decorative
art. Stop here, or fire again—”slump”—for a three-dimensional shape.

Slumping
Once your design is fused into a single flat unit, the project can be returned
to the kiln and heated just to its softening point (about 1235º F), causing it
to sag over or into a mold. This transforms the flat project into a functional or
artistic 3-D piece, such as a bowl, tray, platter, or vase.

Special Notes
Compatibility
Glass expands when it is heated and contracts when it cools. Glass
from different manufacturers has a distinct rate at which it expands
and contracts, called the Coefficient of Expansion (C.O.E.). When you
assemble your projects using only System 96® glass, you are drawing
from a family of products that have been “tested compatible.” You can
trust all products that bear the System 96 logo to work well together.
Do not add other kinds of glass to your projects
and expect success. Project breakage will result!

Degrees, not “Cone”
If you have a ceramic kiln, set it to display temperature in degrees,
not “cone.”

Fire Glass Separately
If you also fire ceramics, do not fire glass and ceramics in the same kiln
at the same time — glass fires at lower temperatures.
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Glasscrafting Tools & Supplies—
Getting Started
This list includes the most commonly used tools and supplies for creating
glass projects. They are readily available from the sources listed on the last
page of this booklet.

Nippers
Like “scissors” for glass, the nippers chew up glass with ease, creating
a characteristic curvy break that’s artistic and versatile. Aim flying nips
into a basket or tray, and always wear safety glasses.

Glass Cutter
The cutter’s wheel creates a “score” as it’s guided across the glass
surface. When pressure is applied to both sides of this score, the glass
will break. You can create beautiful projects without ever picking up
the glass cutter—but with a bit of glass-cutting skill, a world of design
possibilities opens up.

Running Pliers
These specially designed pliers put presssure on both sides of the glass
cutter’s score, encouraging a “run” (crack) along the line of the score.
Often the glass will break all the way along the score with just gentle
pressure from this tool.

Breaking Pliers
These sturdy pliers act like metal fingers, to grab, pull, and break the
glass along the glass cutter’s score line. Especially useful for small
pieces, or to nibble off pointy spots.
See the System 96 QuickTips for guidance
on using the tools above. (Resources p.15)

Klyr-fire
Use this viscous, slow-drying adhesive for holding Frit in place, or sticking
on tiny pieces too small to glue individually. Apply with a cotton swab,
brush, or dab from a squirt bottle. It burns away during firing.

Elmer’s Glue
Use just a pinpoint of glue, applied with a toothpick, to hold pieces in
place as you transfer your project to a kiln shelf.

®
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Cutter Oil
Lightweight oil lubricates the cutter’s score line and prolongs the life of
the cutting wheel. Keep a little in a small jar with a piece of sponge at
the bottom, and just dip your cutter in it every few strokes.

Kiln Shelf Paper
Provides a layer of protection between the glass and kiln shelf. Prevents
sticking and helps avoid formation of large air bubbles beneath the glass.

Slumping Molds
Generally speaking, slump INTO molds to create bowls, dishes and other
shallow forms. For prep, see “Preparing Molds for Slumping” section.

Floral Former Molds
Slump OVER to create vases, candleholders and other interesting
shapes. For prep, see “Preparing Molds for Slumping” section.

Shelf Primer and Application Brush
Keeps glass from sticking to molds.

Dedicated Glass-Firing Kiln Shelves
A few smooth shelves reserved for glasscraft will keep the undersides
of your projects smooth and even.

Shop Vac with Small-Particle or HEPA Filter
Highly recommended for all glass cleanup chores. Captures tiny glass
splinters and harmful dust residue after firings.

Brushes
Small brushes are great for brushing Frit into place or out of spaces it
doesn’t belong.
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Glass Fusing Components—
How to Use Them
The System 96 Glass Craft Program uses a set of pre-defined components to
make project creation easy and foolproof. You may find them pre-cut and
ready to purchase on the shelves of a System 96 Glass Fusing Center, or you
may choose to cut them yourself from sheet glass.

Blanks Base layer for projects. For slumping, choose a Blank 		
		 that coordinates with an available mold. (See p.12)
Sheet Glass Assorted transparent, opalescent, and specialty glass.
Cut or nip to create shapes or project Blanks.

Nippits™ Assorted colors of glass pieces, about 2” x 6”.

		 Use with glass nippers to create random-sized pieces,
		 or with glass cutter for specific small shapes.

Chips 1/2” squares of various colors. Ready-made design
		 elements with many uses.
Strips 1/2” x 12” lengths of various colors. Nip or cut.
Rods Various colors of cylindrical, pencil-thick glass. Nip off
		 1/4” or smaller bits to create “dots” or bumps. Nip longer
		 lengths for borders or bold design elements.
Noodles Assorted colors of fettuccine-like strands. Nip to length.
Stringer Assorted colors of thin strands like angel-hair pasta.
		 Break with fingers or nippers.
Frit Ground glass, in various particle sizes and many colors.
		 Sprinkle, pour, or place with tweezers; use with Klyr-fire.
Pebbles™ Small, pre-formed droplets of glass in assorted colors.

		 Versatile design or border elements.

CutUps™ A variety of pre-cut glass shapes in assorted colors.		

		 Use as design elements or inspiration.

Dichro Shapes Metallicized color-shifting sparklers in pre-cut shapes.
		 No cutting necessary; use as design elements.

BorderRounds™ Pre-cut curved glass sections.

		 Use in sets of four to create rims for round Blanks.

Dichroic Glass Small pieces of metallicized color-shifting sparklers.
		 Nip or cut to desired shape.
®
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Making a Project
Projects are assembled by stacking glass pieces in layers. The bottom layer is
often a single glass circle or square, called a “Blank.” Atop the Blank we place
other glass pieces to create a design (“design layer”). Sometimes we place a few
additional accents atop the design layer (“accent layer”) for added effect.

Blank

Design & Accents

Finished Firing

IMPORTANT: Each layer adds thickness to the finished project. The
overall thickness dictates the kiln settings for successful firing. The firing
guidelines in this booklet will successfully fire projects up to about 3/8-inch
(3 glass layers) thick.

Step 1: Planning Your Design
Here are a few approaches:

• Follow a Project Guide
Choose from numerous System 96 Project Guides to create specific
projects. You’ll be learning techniques, discovering your firing preferences,
and improving your skills—while creating projects that have been proven
successful. (See Resources p.15)

• FreeStyle Design
Start with a glass Blank, then simply decorate it with various shapes and
sizes of smaller glass pieces. Dive in with no preconceptions. Use Chips
and CutUps, layer transparent pieces to create overlay colors, nip random
pieces and scatter them, play with Frit. Be unattached to the results. Each
project will be your teacher.

• ”Frame, Focus, Fill”
FRAME: A border around the edges lends style and helps preserve
the project’s overall shape during firing. Create the frame from pre-cut
BorderRounds, glass Strips or Chips, lengths of Rod, nipped triangles,
or other repeating shapes.
®
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FOCUS: Good design benefits from a focal point—a central design
element that draws the eye. Use CutUp shapes, a dash of dichro, a
contrast in color.
FILL: Fill the interior space with interesting texture—as simple as
a few well-placed dots of Frit or scattered Stringer, or as intricate
as a tightly-fitted mosaic.

Frame

Focus

Fill

Step 2: Assembling Your Project
Glue Sparingly
Glue pieces onto your project only as necessary to prevent shifting as you
transfer it into the kiln. We use two types of adhesive:
Elmer’s Glue: Apply PINPOINTS with a toothpick. (Too much will char.)
Klyr-fire: Allows lots of working time and always burns off.
		 Apply with a cotton swab, brush, or dribble on.

Support Your Project
You may need to move your project several times before it is fired. A fullcoverage base Blank will support your project as you assemble and move it.
Otherwise, assemble either on your kiln shelf or on a flat, unglazed tile that
will go directly into the kiln.

Prevent Sticking
In either case, use kiln shelf paper under every project. It prevents sticking,
provides a consistent surface, and helps avoid bubbles under your project.
Size the kiln shelf paper to extend about 1/4” beyond the edges of your
project, to allow for expansion.

®
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Step 3: Loading the Kiln
Whether you have a kiln that accommodates one project or several dozen,
your goal is to heat the glass as evenly as possible. Here are some guidelines
to achieve even heat distribution.
• Position projects at least 2” from kiln elements.
• If using a single shelf, position it centrally in the kiln.
• If stacking shelves, position them so that at least one side-element freely
radiates between each shelf. Post the lowest shelf off the kiln floor, and
the highest shelf well below the lid.
• Do not stack shelves in kilns equipped with lid elements only.
• If your kiln controller is equipped with “Zone Control,” use it.
On the kiln shelf, always leave 1/2” between
projects and 1/4” between the project and
the edge of the shelf, to allow for expansion
of the glass.
Load the kiln shelf with your project(s), then place the shelf into the kiln
carefully, so the design pieces will not shift.

Step 4: Programming Your Kiln
“Ramp and Hold”
Heating glass to fusing temperature and cooling it, without introducing
internal stress, is accomplished in your kiln with a time-temperature cycle
called a Ramp & Hold firing program.
Entering a Ramp & Hold program into your controller is easy. Consult your
kiln manual if needed, but don’t be intimidated! Once entered, you need
only recall it from (your kiln’s) memory for future use.
A Ramp & Hold program is made up of several segments. Once started,
your kiln will execute each segment, in sequence, until the firing program
is complete. Our recommended firing schedules have four segments, each
with three parts: The Ramp, the Goal Temperature, and the Hold Time. The
diagram that follows explains this.
®
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#

Segment
Purpose

1

Glass temperature is raised
slowly to prevent thermal shock

2

Glass is more rapidly heated to
its Goal Temp

3

Glass is rapidly cooled to its
anneal point, then held there to
equalize temperature throughout

4

Glass is slowly cooled through its
annealing range

Ramp

Goal Temp

Hold Time

(ºF per Hr)

(º F)

(Minutes)

The rate, in
degrees per
hour, that kiln
temp will rise
or fall during
each segment

The temperature that the
kiln will seek
during each
segment

The number
of minutes the
kiln will stay at
the Goal
Temperature,
once it is
reached

Firing Programs
THE PROGRAMS THAT FOLLOW ARE DESIGNED FOR PROJECTS UP TO
ABOUT 3/8” THICK. FOR MORE FIRING OPTIONS, VISIT SYSTEM96.COM

TACK FUSE
Glass pieces are fused together with little deformation
beyond softening or rounding of edge
Segment

		

Ramp

Goal Temp

Hold Time

1

300

1150

30

2

400

3

9999*

950

60

4

150

800

10

(ºF per Hour)

(º F)

1370

(Minutes)

0

*as fast as possible

CONTOUR FUSE
Glass pieces are fused together, edges are soft and rounded, 		
project surface retains a degree of dimension.
Segment
1

		

Ramp

Goal Temp

Hold Time

300

1150

30

(ºF per Hour)

(º F)

(Minutes)

2

400

1440

3

9999*

950

60

150

800

10

4

5

*as fast as possible
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FULL FUSE
Glass pieces are completely conjoined into a single uniform 		
layer, top surface is smooth and void of dimension or relief.
Segment

		

Ramp

Goal Temp

Hold Time

1

300

1150

30

2

400

3

9999*

950

60

4

150

800

10

(ºF per Hour)

(º F)

1475

(Minutes)

10

*as fast as possible

Tack, Contour or Full Fuse?
Though the intricacies of kilncraft offer a world of different firing effects,
we recommend starting with the firing programs outlined here. Note that,
except for the Goal Temp and Hold Time in Segment 2 (shaded), all three
firing programs are identical. Segment 2—PROCESS temperature and
time—defines the difference between Tack, Contour, and Full fuse levels.
As you become familiar with the results at these three fusing levels, you may
choose to adjust the process time and temperatures.
When in doubt, Tack or Contour fuse.
Projects can easily be returned to the kiln
and re-fired for a more “melted” result.
Obviously, the opposite is not true!

Don’t Peek!
Glass is sensitive to temperature changes, and cooling from the goal
temperature is carefully regulated by the firing programs. While the glass is
cooling, it is going through an annealing phase, in which the glass adjusts
to its new form.
Don’t interrupt cooling by opening the kiln
and shocking the glass with a blast of cold air.
Project breakage will result!

®
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After the firing cycle is complete, leave the kiln lid closed. Use the peephole
if you must, briefly. Otherwise, demonstrate patience, and don’t open until
the internal temperature is below 100°F....

Then Admire Your Fused Glass Art!

Slumping (Optional Step 5)
Most glass projects can be fired a second time to form a functional or artistic
three-dimensional shape. In this firing, you will re-heat the previously fused
flat project to the point of softening, and it will “slump” into and take the
shape of the mold you’ve selected. Or, you may choose to place the project
on top of a mold (usually stainless steel) and let it slump over.

Planning Your Design to Fit
To create a piece that you plan to slump INTO a mold, make sure your assembled
project is no larger than about 1/4” outside the perimeter of the mold.
To create a piece intended for slumping OVER a mold, make sure the project
is not so large that it will sag completely down and flatten onto the kiln shelf.
Keep in mind that the piece may stretch a bit as it softens, so leave some
extra space.

®
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Preparing Molds for Slumping
Ceramic (Bisque) Molds:
1. 		If not already done, drill a few small air holes where the glass will sag
down into the mold. This will let air escape from beneath the glass as
it slumps.
2. Brush on a smooth, thin coat or two of Shelf Primer—reapply when it
shows wear or imperfections.

Floral Former and Stainless Steel Molds:
Pre-fire steel molds so they’ll more readily accept the Shelf Primer.
Ceramic and stainless steel molds are re-usable.
Just re-apply Shelf Primer as needed.

Centering
Place the flat fused piece on or into your mold, aligning the project’s center
point with the center of your mold.

SLUMP FIRING
Previously fused project softens and slumps to take the shape of selected
form or mold.
Segment

Ramp

(ºF per Hour)

Goal Temp
(º F)

Hold Time
(Minutes)

1

150

2

300

1235

15

3

9999*

950

60

150

800

10

4

		

300

15

*as fast as possible
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Important Safety Notes
Just like getting a ding on your shiny new car, it won’t take long before you
are “initiated” by cutting yourself with glass. Use common sense, keep a supply
of Band-Aids, and take minor cuts in stride.
For your protection, always use gloves
and safety glasses when working with glass.

Here are a few other things to keep in mind:

Hot Glass
Be cautious about touching glass in the kiln, even when the controller reads
room temp. The glass itself may be much hotter.

Dust
After firing, kiln shelf paper leaves a dust that can be harmful over time
if inhaled. Use a vacuum with a small-particle or HEPA filter (available at
any home center) to remove paper dust from each kiln shelf and project as
the kiln is unloaded. Then wash any remaining dust off the projects with
tepid water. Wear a small-particle dust mask when emptying the vacuum.

Cleaning Up
• Never brush glass off your work area with your hands. Keep a bench
brush handy, or use your vac.
• If you save remnants of unused glass, it’s safest to “square up” the
pointy pieces.
• Don’t put glass remnants into your regular trash without covering with a
heavy protective wrap, so the unsuspecting trash bagger will not get cut.

®
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Resources
System96.com has supply information, tutorials and a
continuously updated Knowledge Base to further your
Glass Fusing experience. The Craft Corner on the site
contains the following specific support:

 !DD /N "AIL
 !TTRACTIVE JEWELRY lNDING WITH LOOP FOR CHAIN RIBBON OR EARWIRE
 METAL
 'LUE ON WITH EPOXY OR % 
2EMEMBER IT WILL BE VISIBLE BEHIND TRANSPARENT GLASS PROJECTS
&OR EXTRA VISUAL APPEAL CHOOSE CHARMS WITH LOOPS FOR HANGING
 'ET BAILS AND CHARMS FROM WHOLESALE OR RETAIL BEADJEWELRY SUPPLIER

 $ESIGN )NTEGRATED (ANGER
 "UILT IN DESIGN ELEMENT THAT DOUBLES AS HANGING APPARATUS
 0ART OF YOUR GLASS PROJECT
 0LAN AHEAD
7HEN ADDING ELEMENTS TO EDGES OF "LANK KEEP IN PLACE DURING lRING BY
NUDGING UP A KILN POST WITH THINlRE PAPER BETWEEN POST AND GLASS ELEMENTS
 9OUR CREATIVITY

QuickTips:

!

Glass Cutting

0HOTO 'ALLERY

Score the Glass

You don’t “cut” glass;
you score,
then break it.

Score the Glass

System 96 Quick Tips

Hold cutter wheel perpendicular to glass surface. Use
just enough pressure to create a gentle “hiss” sound as
the cutter wheel rolls. A score must always start at one
glass edge and end at another glass edge.
Always score glass from edge to edge using
steady, even pressure.

Breaking and Running a Score

How-To tip sheets illustrating techniques for
successful glasswork.

For straight cuts, straddle the score with thumbs,
snap glass down and away.

On more challenging cuts, “run” the score before
breaking it. Run from both ends if needed.

Using the Breaking Pliers

Breaking Pliers can also be used to remove unwanted bits of glass.

Use Breaking Pliers when pieces are too small to
grasp safely. Pull down and away.

System 96 Ideabook
Inspirational photos of fused glass projects
at various levels of artistry and technical skill.
Browse through the pictures and let your
creativity take off.

IDEA BOOK

System 96 Project Guides
Step-by-Step specifics on project creation,
featuring techniques to expand your
abilities and knowledge.

0ROJECT 'UIDE
,USCIOUS 7ATERMELON
s &UN SERVING PLATE
'LASS #UTTING 3IMPLE STRAIGHT LINES
&IRINGS #ONTOUR &USE 3LUMP

3TEP BY3TEP

-ATERIALS
v "LANK v WHITE 2OUND

 #UT  LIVELY TRIANGLE SHAPES
FROM THE ORANGE 3HEET AS
IN DIAGRAM AT RIGHT

v

$ONT TRY TO MAKE YOUR
SHAPES PERFECTTHIS IS
A FUN WHIMSICAL PIECE

0ROJECT 'UIDE

&RIT COARSE BLACK SEVERAL SHADES OF
GREEN IN lNE ANDOR MEDIUM

-IDSUMMER 3PIRIT s 6OTIVE HOLDER

3HEETS TRANSPARENT ORANGE MOSS
GREEN

'LASS #UTTING 3IMPLE STRAIGHT LINES
&IRINGS &ULL &USE 3LUMP
!CCESSORIES 4EA ,IGHT

&RIT COARSE BLACK

 #UT  SLENDER TRIANGLES FROM GREEN 3HEET FOR hRINDv
 !FlX BOTH SETS OF TRIANGLES WITH PINPOINTS OF GLUE
 'ENTLY BRUSH +LYRlRE ADHESIVE ALL OVER YOUR PIECE 3PRINKLE
SOME lNE GREEN FRIT ONTO THE RIND FOR TEXTURE AND INTEREST

 3ELECT COARSE BLACK &RIT IN hSEEDv SHAPES AND DROP ONTO

THE WATERMELON SLICES 4HE +LYRlRE WILL HOLD THEM IN PLACE

 #ONTOUR FUSE THEN SLUMP INTO A SHALLOW RIMLESS PLATE

+EYS TO3TEP
3UCCESS
BY3TEP
4RANSPARENT ORANGE TURNS RED
 #UT TWO v SQUARES FROM THE BLUE 3HEET AND AFlX AT OPPO
WHEN lRED

SITE CORNERS OF YOUR "LANK WITH PINPOINTS OF GLUE

$ONT SHOOT
PRECISION
FOR.IP
OR CUT 4HE
THE WHITE AND ORANGE 3TRIPS INTO v LENGTHS
CHARM OF THIS PIECE
ITS WHIMSICAL
9OULLISNEED
lVE OR SIX v PIECES OF EACH COLOR
IMPERFECTION

NOTE 4RANSPARENT ORANGE TURNS RED DURING lRING

 !LTERNATE THE ORANGE AND WHITE 3TRIPS IN THE OTHER TWO

6ARIATIONS

CORNERS OF YOUR "LANK AND AFlX WITH PINPOINTS OF GLUE

0INK 'RAPEFRUIT

0RE &IRING ANOTHER NOTE .OT ALL 3TRIPS ARE A PERFECT v WIDE
!DD OR TRIM AS NECESSARY

 !DD A WHITE 3TAR #UT5P ON TOP OF EACH BLUE SQUARE 0LACE
THEM CLOSE TO THE CORNERS SO THEY ARE A FOCAL POINT AFTER
YOUR VOTIVE IS SLUMPED

+IWI

 &ULL FUSE
,YMON

 3LUMP OVER A KILNWASHED STAINLESS STEEL TUMBLER

-ATERIALS
"LANK v CLEAR OR MAKE A SET
OF TWOUSE A X 3HEET CUT IN
HALF
3HEET TRANSPARENT BLUE
3TRIPS TWO WHITE TWO TRANSPAR
ENT ORANGE
#UT5PS  TWO WHITE 3TARS

+EYS TO 3UCCESS
3TUDY A lNISHED VOTIVE AND NOTICE
THAT THE CORNERS ARE MOST PROMI
NENT AFTER SLUMPING 4HIS IS WHERE
YOU WANT TO PLACE YOUR PRIMARY
DESIGN ELEMENT

 !DD LIGHT

Tech Support

0RE 3LUMPING

6ARIATIONS
s )NSTEAD OF A #UT5P USE TRIANGLES TO CREATE YOUR STAR
s 5SE COARSE &RIT TO CREATE A hlELD OF STARSv

You may email us with technical questions specific
to System 96 products at hotglass@system96.com

Glass Craft Suppliers
Find authorized suppliers of System 96 products
and other fusing materials on System96.com
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System 96® is a family of heat-compliant products designed and produced to
work together, then tested to ensure their harmony. The products are materials
for the Hot Glass Arts—user-friendly and forgiving for the beginner, versatile
and predictable for the professional.
Spectrum Glass Company and Uroboros Glass Studios bring a combined
50+ years of art glass manufacturing expertise to the hot glass community.
Coatings by Sandberg is a highly specialized maker of the 21st century
phenomenon called Dichroic Glass. In cooperation with other carefully
chosen companies and individuals around the world, we manufacture the
System 96 tested-compatible family of art glass products. Learn more
at System96.com
®

Many System 96 components can be purchased directly from
the shelves of the Glass Fusing Center, a one-stop resource for
fusing tools and supplies.

Spectrum Glass, Woodinville, WA
SpectrumGlass.com • 425-483-6699

Coatings By Sandberg, Orange, CA
CBS-dichroic.com • 714-538-0888

(

Uroboros Glass, Portland, OR
Uroboros.com • 503-284-4900

